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ABSTRACT
I present an interactive user interface and text entry in the Augmented Reality
(AR) environment which uses acoustic and IR sensors to convert every surface as
an interaction surface for Augmented Reality application. These days, Most of the
Augmented reality goggles use hand/finger tracking method to detect user’s input
from the real world. However, Current consumer Augmented Reality devices fail to
provide an effective text entry interface. We have some problems with text entry and
interaction with the user interface in the augmented reality application. There have
been works related to the user input, but they are defined on a physical keyboard or
virtual keyboard. One of the important problems with a physical keyboard is their
lack of flexibility or slow and unusable virtual keyboards in the virtual environment.
My proposed system uses any surface as an enhanced virtual keyboard with gesture
assistance for interaction with the Augmented Reality application.
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1. Introduction

Technology increasingly occurs on alternative devices such as Augmented Reality
HMDs. However, these devices not efficient or practical to perform similarly to a
desktop computer. In the first generation of computer UI after the command line,
the most practical function was cursors and clicking using mouse buttons. Modern
Computers and mobile these days offer sophisticated touch interaction interfaces and
use high-quality touch display to get input and text entry and the users can use the
touch screen for interaction with devices. But, If we want to use the same operation
in the augmented reality environment such as clicking on a point by hand it might
be difficult to accomplish this operation. A handheld controller operation could be an
option, While as mentioned before it is not practical in an augmented reality environ-
ment. Speech can be another option for this problem but it could present privacy or
social concern. Midair interaction might be a solution. While we have to consider the
ergonomics and haptic feedback in this case, we can improve the interaction and inter-
face to solve the mentioned problems with this solution. These days, midair interaction
is one of the favorite solutions in the augmented reality industry. This method is func-
tional because the augmented reality headset can use sensors such as depth cameras
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(e.g. Leap motion) for tracking your hand/fingers in the air. I organized this paper in
the following manner. In the first stage, Section 2 I will discuss the main questions
and how my proposed method is related to those questions. Section 3 discusses related
works. Section 4 explains the concept behind surface interaction. Section 5 illustrates
the interaction solutions and discusses how to analyze the data and finally Section 6
a summary of the results.

2. Research Questions

I will discuss two following questions:
Question 1: Does gesture interaction provide better usability?
Hypothesis: In my proposed idea user will use gestures to interact with the AR
system, which is faster and accurate than clicking small buttons with fingers. Also,
we do not need to wear anything and we will use acoustic sensors and IR sensors for
detecting the fingers.
Question 2: Does haptic feedback help to usability?
Hypothesis: Haptic feedback is prominent while entering text.

3. Related Work

There have been a number of past studies that have looked at using sensors to enable
surface interaction. Vulture[1] is one of the previous works on the midair text entry.
They used the camera for tracking and gesture keyboard as a text entry keyboard
in the augmented reality environment. However, these efforts limited to the light of
the space and wear a glove for having a better reflection. Ikey[2] used surface mics to
develop a ten-digit numeric keypad on the back of the hand and digits detected with
93% accuracy. However, In this case, we don’t have a full word keyboard. KITTY[3]
presented a finger-mounted data input device. They use a wearable hand tracker simi-
lar to a glove for tracking the position of fingers. The wearable glove provides multiple
contacts on each finger that are only activated when the appropriate finger and thumb
contacts are combined. They used a QWERTY keyboard as an input text entry. How-
ever, Wearing a glove and use them is difficult and not practical in this case. Also, This
method is not accurate and fast enough for working with the QWERTY keyboard in
the Augmented Reality interface. ARKB[4] used a camera for tracking the finger posi-
tion and QWERTY keyboard for getting a text. In the proposed system they tracked
all 10 fingers for getting input from the user. But, the usability and delay in convey
and getting text remains.

4. ARTouch

4.1. System Description

I propose a new text entry and interaction system that will use a few technologies
to provide a comfortable and accurate interface for Augmented Reality. Con-
sidering Figure 1 users will wear an Augmented Reality headset. They can use
either two acoustic sensors and attach them on top of any surface for tracking
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or using the AR headset IR sensors for tracking fingers. We will use an AR
headset haptic system for transferring feedback to the user. The acoustic sensor
communicates with the main AR headset via a wireless connection. The acoustic
sensor and IR sensor combine together for creating a finger tracker sensor fusion.
The main goal of using both of them is to complete each other that I will dis-
cuss in the following. Then, they transfer the fingers’ location to the AR headset.

figure 1: Placement of Acoustic sensors, IR sensors

4.2. Acoustic Sensors

The design of acoustic sensors involves three acoustic sensors. They can be three
wireless simple mics. The location and the distance of sensors are important. We will
provide a quick AR help for finding the best distance and arraignment. Users can wear
the AR headset and select the mic arraignment and they can see the best suggestion
on every surface. When a touch occurs inside the sensor area, the sensors can detect
the vibrations generated in the table due to the tap. If we have a consistent speed of
sound and signal arrival times of sensors as well as the distance between the tap and
sensors, We can develop a linear relationship between tap location and time delay.
Hence, we can find the exact location of each tap and transfer them to our detection
algorithm.

4.3. IR Sensors

We will use the AR headset IR sensors as an extra pair of sensors for tracking hands in
midair or support the acoustic sensors in case we find a problem with finding the exact
location of fingers. They are built-in sensors and we can use them in any environment
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even in the low light situation.

4.4. Gesture Text Entry

We have a successful example of using gesture keyboards in a small display such as
Smart Watches. For instance, VelociTap(Vertanen,2015)[5] used a state-of-the-art
touch screen keyboard decoders for entering sentence base input and control the text
entry. The result on a small touch screen was 41 wpm on a 40 mm touch screen. My
approach in this study is using a gesture keyboard for entering the text and use simple
gesture movement for controlling action in the augmented reality environment. I will
expect a higher WPM score on this keyboard Because we do not have smartwatch
limitations on screen size and touch detection. Our proposed gesture keyboard
provides lower case character entry and space. Our keyboard model produces word
suggestions for every 27 characters and we can calculate the two-dimensional Gaussian
distribution centered at each key. Also, We have a language model that gives us
priority on keyboard likelihood by multiplied by a Log probability to scaling factor.

figure 2: AR Gesture Keyboard

4.5. UI Interaction

In our proposed system we will use colors and gestures for tracking fingers on top
of our keyboard. Also, we will provide haptic feedback throughout the AR headset
for tapping on each key and customized feedback for Space, Delete keys and other
functions such as pop up keyboard, sensor calibration. For this experiment, we will
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use some basic hand gesture movement for running elements in the UI. For instance,
If the user draws a circle in the air the keyboard will run.

5. Design and Implementation

5.1. Study Conditions

The following scenarios will be investigated in the experiment:
scenario 1- Midair keyboard without visual and haptic feedback:
In this condition, the haptic and visual feedback will not present. It will only use the
gesture keyboard for typing without any feedback.
scenario 2- On surface keyboard without haptic feedback:
In this condition, the haptic feedback will not present for the surface keyboard. In
this case, the users touch a solid surface for typing but we will not provide any haptic
or visual feedback.
scenario 3- On surface keyboard with visual feedback:
In this condition, we will present visual feedback for the users. In this case, they have
visual feedback for using gesture keyboard on top of a surface.
scenario 4- Mid-air keyboard with visual and haptic feedback:
In this condition, we will present visual and haptic feedback for the users. In this
case, they have visual feedback for typing on mid-air gesture keyboard.

5.2. Procedure

In the first part of the sessions, each participant’s informed about the goal of experi-
ments and the tasks. Then, They will fill up a questionnaire that will ask demographics
questions. In the second part, They will inform you to wear the AR headset and pass
some trials for getting familiar with the Augmented Reality environment and gesture
functions. In the third stage, For each scenario participants will type the 5-10 words
that will provide on top of the keyboard as well as the movements test our basic hand
gesture for running the elements of User Interface.
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figure 3: Simple Gesture Interaction

5.3. Data and Metrics

The position of the finger will be store as well as recording the whole AR experiments.
We use WPM as rate entry words per minute as a standard for measuring text entry.
CER or character error rate is another metric that we use for comparing the entered
text phrase by the user with the target text phase. We will measure the number of
errors in gesture action by the number of failures for each set.

6. Discussion

The proposed idea will help significantly to the Augmented Reality Interaction and
text entry. Since, The interaction in the Augmented Reality application is not easy, My
proposed system will use simple and basic movement for improving this interaction.
We proposed a novel sensor fusion system for improving the interaction as well as a
new text entry system for AR.
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